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We consider a spatially homogeneous ystem of reaction-diffusion equation 
defined on the interval (---co, o[)) of the one-dimensional spatial variable x. It is 
known that this equation has a one-parameter family of periodic travelling wave 
solutions w(x + ct; c) if this equation has a spatially homogeneous periodic solution 
4(t). The spatial period L(c) of the travelling wave solution satisfies L(cf/c+ T if 
c -+ t co, where c is the propagation speed and T is the period of O(t). We prove 
that, in the case c > 0 is sufficiently large, v(x t ct; c) is unstable if +(t) is 
“strongly unstable” and w(x t ct; c) is “marginally stable” if O(t) is “strongly 
stable.” If the equation is defined on a finite interval [0, l] of the variable x with the 
periodic boundary conditions, we can obtain a more precise result regarding the 
stability of w(x t et; t), where c^ > 0 is a speed which satisfies I = mL(E) for some 
positive integer m. We prove that this solution is asymptotically stable in the sense 
of waveform stability if c^ > 0 is sufficiently large and if +(t) is “strongly stable.” 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
We consider a chemical reaction system (e.g., the Belousov-Zhabotinskii 
system [5]) which is described by the equation 
ut = F(u), (1.1) 
where u = (u, ,..., u,)’ is a vector representing concentrations of n chemical 
components, and F(u) = (F,(u),..., F,(u))’ is a smooth (vector valued) 
function representing the chemical kinetics. (The ’ denotes transposition of a 
vector.) If the effect of diffusion is taken into consideration, this chemical 
system is described by the following reaction-diffusion equation. 
ut = Du,, + F(u), --oo<x<co, (1.2) 
where x is the one-dimensional spatial variable, and D is an n x n positive 
diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element di (> 0) representing the 
diffusivity of the ith chemical component. 
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We consider the case where the kinetic equation (1.1) has a periodic 
solution u =+(t) with the minimum period T, i.e., 
$tO) = W(f)), $0 + r> = $W. (1.3) 
We assume that 6(f) is strongly stable, i.e., that the Floquet multipliers 
L’, )..., V, of the linearized perturbation equation of (1.1) with respect to the 
periodic solution 4(t) satisfy 
L’, = 1, Iv21 < l,..., IV”1 < 1. (1.4) 
(cf. Chap. 14 of Coddington and Levinson [ 1 I.) It was proved by Kopell and 
Howard [5] that, if O(t) is strongly stable, Eq. (1.2) has a one-parameter 
family of periodic travelling wave solutions, i.e., solutions of the form 
u = w(T; c), r = x + ct. 
Here c > 0 is a parameter representing the propagation speed of the 
travelling wave, and w(<; c) is a (vector values) periodic function of r. 
The existence of q.r(r; c), <=x + ct, was proved in the case c (> 0) is 
sufficiently large, and it was shown that v(<; c) and its period t(c) satisfy, if 
c++m, 
Uc)/c --t T, 
~(ct; c) -, I$([) uniformly in 0 < t < T. 
(1.5) 
We note that Eq. (1.2) has a periodic solution u = 4(t), which corresponds to 
a spatially homogeneous (temporal) oscillation of the reaction-diffusion 
system. Condition (1.5) means that the periodic travelling wave solution 
w(x + ct; c) approaches this periodic solution if c -+ +co. 
The periodic solution +(t) of Eq. (1.2) is not always stable even if it is 
strongly stable as a periodic solution of Eq. (1.1). (A sufficient condition for 
the instability of +(l) was obtained by Maginu 181.) Since w(x + cf; c) is 
close to $(t) if c ‘v +co, it is conjectured that the travelling wave solution 
v(.u + ct; c) is stable [unstable] as c 5 +co if the spatially homogeneous 
periodic solution O(t) is stable [unstable] (cf. Fife [2] and Howard and 
Kopell [3]). In this paper we give a partially affirmative answer to this con- 
jecture. 
In Section 2 we make preliminary considerations regarding the stability of 
the solutions w(x + ct; c) and 4(t). 
In Section 3 we consider the case where $(t) is strongly unstable as a 
solution of Eq. (1.2). (The “strong stability” and the “strong instability” of 
4(t) is defined in Section 2.3.) It is shown that, in this case, qr(x + ct; c) is 
unstable if c > 0 is sufficiently large. 
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In Section 4 we consider the case where +(t) is strongly stable as a 
solution of Eq. (1.2). It is shown that, in this case, w(x + cl; c) is “marginally 
stable in linearized criterion” (cf. Fife [2]) if c > 0 is sufficiently large. 
We can obtain a more precise result regarding the stability of the 
travelling wave solutions if the spatial variable x of Eq. (1.2) is limited in a 
finite interval and the periodic boundary condition is assumed. Namely, we 
consider, in Section 4, the next system instead of Eq. (1.2): 
u, = Du,, + F(u), O<x<l, 
(1.6) 
u(0, t) = u(f, t), u,(O, f) = u,(L 0. 
We assume that I > 0 is sufficiently large. Since the period L(c) of w(<; c) is 
a continuous function satisfying condition (1.5), there exists a speed 
c = I! > 0 such that 
I = mL(c^) (1.7) 
for a positive integer m if I is large. It is clear that u = W(X + ?ft; c^) is a 
periodic travelling wave solution of Eq. (1.6) if condition (1.7) is satisfied. 
We prove, in Section 4, that w(x + c^t; c^) is asymptotically stable in the 
sense of waveform stability if +(t) is strongly stable and if c^ is sufficiently 
large. The proof of the asymptotic stability is based on Sattinger’s result 
given in [9]. 
Section 5 is devoted to the proof of several lemmas used in Section 3 and 
Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
2.1. Periodic Travelling Wave Solution I&U + ct; c) 
Let us introduce the moving coordinate system < = x + ct, r = t, in which 
Eq. (1.2) reduces to 
u, = Du,, -cut + F(u), --a,<~<co. (2.1) 
The periodic travelling wave solution u = w(c; c) is a stationary solution of 
this equation. Namely, it satisfies 
Dwdt; cl - w&Z; c) + F(v(& c)) = 0, 
(2.2) 
v(<; c) = v(T + L(c); c). 
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If we consider a solution of the form u(& t) = qr(<; c) + v(<, t), which is a 
perturbation of the travelling wave, the following equation is obtained for 
v(L 0: 
VI = L,v + R(v), 
where L, is a linear operator defined by 
L,v = Dvll - cv( + B(& c)v, 
(2.3) 
and R is a nonlinear operator whose derivative vanishes at v = 0. We say 
that a complex number A belongs to C(L,) (the spectrum of L,) if and only if 
the equation 
ilv = L,v 
has a non-trivial solution v(t) which satisfies 
-;<“f<m IlWl < +co. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
We have the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Kielhofer [4]). The travelling wave solution w(<; c), 
< = x + ct, is unstable if there exists a 1 E C(L,) with Re(A} > 0. 
Equation (2.4) is rewritten as 
d/d< i = Kg; /I, c) c, (2.6) 
where G is a 2n-dimensional vector and A(& A, c) is a 2n x 2n matrix given 
by 
V 
c= ) 0 vI ‘(rind= ( D-l{$B(~;c)J 
The matrix 2(&A, c) is a periodic function of l with period L(c). Let 
p(<r; A, c) denote the fundamental matrix solution of Eq. (2.6), i.e., the 
solution of the matrix differential equation 
d/d< !P = Kg; A, c) !P, !P(O; I, c) = 6 
where 6 is the 2n x 2n unit matrix, and let ,u@, c), i = l,..., 2n, denote the 
eigenvalues of the matrix !&C.(c); 13, c). It follows from Floquet’s theory 
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(Coddington and Levinson [ 11) that Eq. (2.6) has a non-trivial solution G(l) 
satisfying sup, IIG(<)ll < +co if and only if (,ui(A, c)l = 1 for some i. This 
means that the spectrum Z(L,) can be written as 
Z(L,) = {A 1 lpi@, c)l = 1 for some i, 1 < i < 2nJ. 
Hence the next lemma holds. 
LEMMA 2.2. The periodic travel&g wave solution y(c; c), < = x + ct, is 
unstable if there exists a complex number 1 with Re(A} > 0 such that 
Ipi(A. c)l = 1 for some i, 1 < i < 2n. 
2.2. Periodic Travelling Wave Solution y~(x + A; c^) 
Next let us consider the travelling wave solution w(x + tt; c^) of Eq. (1.6), 
where c^ is the constant satisfying L(c^) = l/m for some positive integer m. The 
perturbation equation of (1.6), in the moving coordinate system c = x + &, 
t = t, is written as 
vt = L;v + R(v), O<Y<L 
v(O, f> = v(l, t), v,(O, t) = v&L 0. 
We say that R belongs to C,(L,) if and only if the following equation has a 
non-trivial solution: 
Av = L,v = Dv,, - ?vVr + B(& c^) v, (2.7a) 
v(O) = v(l), Vb(O) = VlU). (2.7b) 
The following equalities are obtained by differentiating (2.2) with respect 
to <: 
Dtv& - c^twJr +B(t; c^) vr = 0, 
(2.8) 
W# c^> = vf,(L(% a, W& 4 = W&44; 0
By virtue of I= mL(c^), this implies that A = 0 belongs to C,(L,) and that 
v = ws(<; c^) is the eigenfunction corresponding to this eigenvalue. 
The equation Av = L,-v is equivalent to the euation (d/d<) C = A(g; ,I, c^) G. 
Hence, condition (2.7b) is satisfied by a non-trivial solution if and only if 
one of the eigenvalues of ‘?(k A, I?) is equal to 1. Therefore, on account of the 
relation p(l; A, 3) = (!&L(C); A, c^)}“‘, the spectrum C,(L;) is written as 
Z,(L,) = {Al {pi@, c^))” = 1 for some i, 1 < i < 2n). (2.9) 
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We cannot expect the asymptotic stability of w(& c^) in the strict sense. Let 
u(x, t) be a solution of Eq. (1.6) subject to the initial condition 
u(x, 0) = ty(x + a; 2) + vo(x), 
where v,,(x) is a sufftciently small function corresponding to the initial distur- 
bance. It is expected only that 
u(x, t) -+ ql(x + c^t + 8; 2) as r++co, 
for some suitably chosen phase shift 0. We say that the travelling wave 
solution is asymptotically stable in the sense of waveform stability if this 
condition is satisfied. Sattinger [9] proved the next lemma, which gives a 
sufficient condition for the stability of w(<; c) in this sense. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Sattinger [9]). The trauelling wave solution w(c; c^), 
< = x + A, of Eq. (1.6) is asymptotically stable in the sense of waveform 
stability if the spectrum C,(L,) satisJes the following hqlpotheses. 
(i) 1 = 0 is an isolated and simple eigenvalue of L,. 
(ii) The rest of C,(L,-) is contained in a parabolic region 
P= (A =p + inlp + bq’+ a < 0) (a > 0, b > 0). 
(iii) The resolvent operator (AI - L,)-’ satisfies, tf A is outside of P 
and tf 1 A 1 is suflciently large, 
lK~~-wwo++l, 
I@-L&‘u/, <p u c(s) I lo, 
where 1~11~ = SU~~~~~, IIWII~ 14, = I~/0 + IbLlO and C(6) > 0 is a function of 
6=arg(A},-rr<8<rr. 
2.3. Spatially Homogeneous Periodic Solution +(t) 
The linearized perturbation equation of the kinetic equation (1.1) with 
respect to the periodic solution +(t) is obtained as 
Yf = W) YY B(t) = aF/&(+(t)). (2.10) 
The matrix B(t) is a periodic function of t with period T. Let O(t) be the 
fundamental matrix solution of Eq. (2.10), i.e., the solution of 
(d/dt) 0 = B(t) @ subject to the initial condition @(O) = E, and let vi. 
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i = l,..., n, be the eigenvalues of the matrix Q(T). The next equalities are 
obtained by differentiating (1.3) with respect to t. 
Mf)lt = w h(t), b,(O) = 4+m* 
Hence we may assume, without losing generality, that 
v, = 1. (2.1 la) 
Since b(t) is assumed to be strongly stable as a solution of (1. l), the rest of 
the eigenvalues must satisfy 
lvil < l, i = 2,..., n. (2.1 lb) 
The linearized perturbation equation of Eq. (1.2) with respect to the 
spatially homogeneous periodic solution 4(t) is obtained as 
Y, = DY,, + w Y? -co<x<a3. 
Let us consider a solution of the form y = sin(ox) a(r), where w is a real 
parameter. The vector function a(t) is obtained as a solution of the equation 
a, = (-02D + B(t)} a. (2.12) 
Let @(t; w) be the fundamental matrix solution of this equation, and let 
Fi(w), i = l,..., n, be the eigenvalues of @(T, w). Since Eq. (2.12) coincides 
with Eq. (2.10) if o = 0, the fundamental solution satisfies @(T:O) = G(T). 
Hence we may assume, without losing generality, 
Fi(0) = vi, i = l,..., n. (2.13) 
It is well known (cf. Maginu [8]) that the spatially homogeneous periodic 
solution 4(t) is unstable if the inequality 
Ivi(%>l > 1 (2.14) 
holds for some real number w,, and for some i, 1 ,< i 6 n. We say that +(r) is 
strongly unstable if this condition is satisfied. 
Let +(t;~) be a periodic solution of the ordinary differential equation 
ut = {E +@I}-’ F(u), (2.15) 
where p is a real parameter. Since this equation coincides with Eq. (1.1) if 
p = 0, we may assume $(t; 0) = $(t). It is well known that, if condition 
(2.11) is satisfied, +(t;p) depends smoothly on parameter p in a 
neighborhood of p = 0. Let T@) denote the minimal period of Q(t; p). Since 
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(2.11) is assumed, F@) is a smooth function of p if (p 1 is small and satisfies 
p(O) = T. We have the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4 (Maginu [8]). The eigenvalue c(w) of @(T, CO) satisfies 
F,(O) = 1, &JO) = 0, F,,,(O) = -2P(O). 
According to this lemma, the inequality V,(o) > 1 holds for a small 
1 o 1 > 0 if p(O) < 0. Hence the inequality p(O) < 0 is a sufficient condition 
for the strong instability of the spatially homogeneous periodic solution 4(t). 
We say that the periodic solution 4(t) of Eq. (2.1) is strongly stable if 
~,,lJ-Y (= -2P(O)) < 0, (2.16a) 
(2.16b) 
I Fi(w)l < l, 2<i,<n, for all 0. 
3. INSTABILITY OF PERIODIC TRAVELLING WAVE SOLUTION 
3.1. Main Result Regarding the Instability 
The next theorem is a main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. The periodic travelling wave solution w([; c), C = x + cl, 
of Eq. (1.2) is unstable if the spatially homogeneous periodic solution +(I) is 
strongly unstable and if c > 0 is suflciently large. 
We need to study, in order to prove this theorem, properties of the 
spectrum L(L,). We introduce new variable z = pr, p = l/c, in which the 
operator L, is written as 
L,v = /?’ Dv,, - v, + &z; p) v, (3.1) 
where I?(z; p) s B(cz; c) = (a/~%) F(~(cz; c)). The matrix B(z; p) is a 
periodic function of z with period T(p) 3 L(c)/c. We note that, on account of 
(1.5), &z; /I) and T(J?) satisfy 
T(p) + T, B(z; P) + B(z) if p- +O. (3.2) 
Let us introduce real parameters p and w by 
A=p+iw/P. (3.3) 
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By the introduction of the new variable y = exp(iwz/p) v, the equation 
Av = L,v is transformed as follows: 
D(~*y,, - Z$wy,} - y, + (&z; /3) - w*D - pE) y = 0. (3.4) 
This equation is equivalent o the 2n-th order system 
dldz i = c(z; P, w, B) i, (3.5) 
where y = (y, y,)’ and 
C= 0 E p-*D-‘(w*D +pE - &z;/?)) /I-*D-l + 2iP-‘WE 
The coefftcient matrix of this equation is a periodic function of z with period 
TV). Let O(z; p, w, /I) be the fundamental matrix solution of this equation, 
and let vi@, w, p), 1 < i < 2n, be the eigenvalues of O(T@);p, o,p). Since 
Eq. (3.5) is connected with Eq. (2.6) by the relations z =p< and y = 
exp(iwz//?)v, the eigenvalues V&J, 0,/3) must be connected with pi@, c) (the 
eigenvalues of p(L(c); A, c)) by the relation 
vj@, W P) = exp(iwTGB)/P) Pj(4 C) 
E exp(iwr(p)lp) Pj@ + h//3, C). (3.6) 
Hence the spectrum Z(L,) of L, is written as follows by using v,(p, w, /I): 
c(L,) = (n = P + iw/P I I vj@, oY P)I = l 
for some j, 1 < j < 2n). (3.7) 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Equation (3.4) reduces to the following nth order equation if p = 0 
(cf. (3.2)): 
y, = (B(z) - o*D - pE) y. (3.8) 
Let @(z; p, w) be the fundamental matrix solution of this equation, and let 
vi@, w, 0), i = l,..., n, be the eigenvalues of the matrix @(T;p, 0). It is easily 
seen that Eq. (3.8) reduces to Eq. (2.12) if the transformation a= exp@z) y 
is applied. This means that @(z;p, o) is connected with @(z; w) (the 
fundamental solution of Eq. (2.12)) by the relation @(z; p, o) = exp(-pz) 
@(z; 0). Hence we may assume, without losing generality, 
Vi@, 04 0) = exp(-pz) Ff(0)v l<i<n. (3.9) 
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It is assumed in Theorem 3.1 that there exists a real number w0 such that 
( Fk(wO)( > 1 for some k (cf. (2.14)). This implies 
Iv,@, q, WI > 1. (3.10a) 
On the other hand, vi@, o, 0) satisfies, by virtue of (3.9), 
Ivi@O, wO, O)l < ’ (3.10b) 
for all i, 1 < i < M, if p0 > 0 is sufficiently large. 
Here we use the next lemma. (The proof will be given in Section 5.) 
LEMMA 3.1. The eigenualues vi@, (0, /3) (J > 0) of @(T(p); p, w, /3) satisf 
jiyo I vj@Y 09 P)I = +a7 n+l<j<2n. 
It follows from this lemma and (3. lob) that vi@, w, /I) satisfy, if p > 0 is 
small, 
Ivi@O~wO~Pl < l, l<i<n, 
Ivj@O, wO~P)I > l, n+l<j<2n. 
On the other hand, by virtue of (3.10a), vi satisfy 
I %(O, 00 9 P)I > 1 for some k (1 < k < n), 
Ivj(o~wO~P)l > l, n+l<j<2n, 
if /I > 0 is small. These mean that the equality 1 v,&, oo, p)I = 1 must hold for 
some p > 0 in the interval (0, po). According to Lemma 2.1 and (3.7). this 
equality implies the instability of the travelling wave solution w(x + ct; c) 
(c = l//I). Thus completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
4. STABILITY OF PERIODIC TRAVELLING WAVE SOLUTIONS 
4.1. Main Result Regarding the Stabi& 
In this section we study the stability of the travelling wave solution 
q.~(r; c^), r = x + Et, of Eq. (1.6), where c^ is the positive constant satisfying 
condition (1.7). It is assume that the length of the interval [O, I] is 
sufficiently large and that c^ is also sufficiently large. We aim to prove the 
next theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.1. The periodic travelling wave solution w(<; c^), < = x + c^t, 
of Eq. (1.6) is asymptotically stable in the sense of waveform stability if the 
spatially homogeneous periodic solution O(t) is strongly stable and if? > 0 is 
sufficiently large. 
It follows directly from the assumption of this theorem (cf. (2.16) and 
(3.9)) that vi@, w,p) satisfy the next conditions: 
v,(O, 0,O) = 1, v,JO, 0,O) = 0, 
Vlww(O, 0,O) = -2?(O) < 0, (4.la) 
Iv,@, w, WI < exp(-PT) if 0 # 0, (4.lb) 
I vi@, w, 011 < exp(-PT) for all 0, 2 < i < 2n. (4. lc) 
Since vi@, w,p) are connected with pi@, c) by the relation (3.6), the 
spectrum Z,(L,) is written as follows by using vi@, w,B) (cf. (2.9)): 
C,(L:)= {A =P + iw/BI (vj@, W8)}m 
= exp(imwT@)/& for some j, 1 < j < 2n). (4.2) 
We need to prove that C,(L,) and (H- L,)-’ satisfy the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.3 if conditions (4.1) are satisfied and if /? E l/e > 0 is sufficiently 
small. 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1 
We use several lemmas in order to prove this theorem. 
LEMMA 4.1. If the assumption of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied, then 
(i) 1 = 0 is a simple eigenvalue of L,, and 
(ii) 1 = 0 is an isolated element of C,(L,). 
The proof of this lemma is given in Section 5.2. This lemma ascertains 
that hypothesis (i) of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied by L,. 
We define a parabolic range P, by 
P, = (A =p + iw/plp + 02d < M}, 
where d E Min{di} > 0. (di are the diagonal elements of D.) The next two 
lemmas hold. 
LEMMA 4.2. There exists M > 0, which is independent of /? > 0, such 
that C,(L,-) c P,. 
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LEMMA 4.3. If B = l/e > 0 is suflciently small and if (4.1) is satisfied, 
then C,(L,) - (0) c (A =p + iw/filp < 0). 
These lemmas are proved in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4. Since A = 0 is an 
isolated element of Z,(L,), these lemmas imply the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. If b > 0 is suflciently small and if (4.1) is satisfied, then 
C,(L,-)-(O}c(~=p+iw/~lp+bo*+a<O) 
for some positive constants a > 0 and b > 0. 
This lemma ascertains that hypothesis (ii) of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied by L,. 
Finally we have the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let M>O be as in Lemma4.2. If A@P, and ifIn is 
sufJiciently large, the next inequalities hold. 
(i> W-L,-)-’ ulo< IWYl~ll l~lo~ 
(ii) IW-LJ’uI, < {C(d)/l~I”‘) lulo, s=arg{A}. 
The proof of this lemma is given in Section 5.5. It is clear that hypothesis 
(iii) of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied if this lemma holds. 
Consequently we can conclude, by virtue of Lemma 2.3, that the travelling 
wave solution w(& c^) of Eq. (1.6) is asymptotically stable in the sense of 
waveform stability. 
4.3. The Case I= foe 
It was shown by Theorem 4.1 that the travelling wave solution w(x + ct; c) 
of Eq. (1.6) is asymptotically stable if 
(I) the spatially homogeneous periodic solution a)(t) is strongly 
stable, 
(II) c > 0 is sufficiently large, and 
(III) 1 (= mL(c)) is finite. 
Let us consider the stability of w(x + ct; c) as a solution of Eq. (1.2) (i.e., 
the case I= too ) by assuming (I) and (II). 
We cannot apply Lemma 2.3 in showing its stability because A= 0 is not 
an isolated element of the spectrum C(L,) (i.e., hypothesis (i) of Lemma 2.3 
is not satisfied in the case I= +a~ ). However, we can prove, by using the 
arguments of Section 4.2, that, if (I) and (II) are assumed, then 
(a) 1 = 0 is a simple eigenvalue of L,, 
(b) C(L,) - (0) is contained in a parabolic range {A = p + iv 1 p + 
bq* < 0) (b > 0), 
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(c) the resolvent operator (U-L,))’ satisfies hypothesis’ (iii) of 
Lemma 2.3. 
(Condition (III) was used, in the previous section, in showing 
Lemma 4.1 (ii) only.) The author conjectures that the asymptotic stability of 
~(?c + ct; c) might be proved by using (a) - (c) even if 1= +oo. 
According to Fife [2], w(x + ct; c) is said to be marginally stable in 
linearized criterion if the eigenvalue A = 0 of L, is simple and if C(L,) - (O} 
is contained in the left half plane (Re@} < 0). It is clear, according to the 
above consideration, that these conditions are satisfied by w(x + ct; c) if (I) 
and (II) are assumed. 
5. PROOF OF LEMMAS 
5.1. Proof of Lemma 3.1 
We need to study properties of the eigenvalues vi@, w, p), 1 Q i < 2n, of 
O( TV); p, w, p) in the case of p + +O. We assume that the parameters p and 
w are fixed. First we prove the latter part of the lemma. ’ 
LEMMA 5.1(a). n of the eigenvalues, say v,+ ,@, o, /?) ,..., vZn@, o, p), 
satisfy /V&I, w, /3)[ > exp(T@?)/4@) if p > 0 is suflciently small, where 
u G Max(d,}. 
Proof Let M(z) be an n x n matrix solution of the Zn-th order 
differential equation (3.4), i.e., 
D(PZM,,-2ipuML}-M,+A(z;P)M=0, 
A (z; p) G &z; p) - w*D - pE. 
(5.1) 
We denoted by @(z;p, w) the fundamental matrix solution of the nth order 
equation (3.8), i.e., 
-Qz + A(z; 0) @ = 0, A (z; 0) = B(z) - w*D - pE, (5.2) 
subject to the initial condition @(O;p, w) = E. Since Eq. (5.1) reduces to 
Eq. (5.2) if p = 0 (cf. (3.2)), it follows from the theory of singular pertur- 
bations ([6, IO]) that Eq. (5.1) has a solution M = M(z;p, w, /?) which is 
close to @(z; p, w) if p > 0 is sufficiently small. More precisely, M(z; p, w, /3) 
satisfies 
;:yo s;ps, {llM(z; P, w, P> - @(z; P, wll 
+ II M,(z; P, w P) - @AZ; P, w)lll = 0. 
(The norm of a matrix P = { pij} is defined by (] PJI = Max(]p,,]}.) 
(5.3) 
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Let v(z) be a solution of Eq. (3.4), and let p(z) be a vector function given 
by p(z) = {M(z; p, o, /3)}- ’ v. (The matrix M(z; p, w, /I) is non-singular if 
/.? > 0 is small because @(z;p, w) is non-singular.) Substituting this in 
Eq. (3.4) and using (5.1), we obtain 
D(p%4p,, + 2pw,p, - 24hMp,} - Mpz = 0. 
By using q = M(z; p, o, p) pL, this equation is rewritten as 
qz = {P-20-’ + 2@-‘uE - N(z;P)} q, 
where N = M,M-‘. 
(5.4) 
It follows from (5.3) that IIN(z;j3)II is finite for any z in [O, TV)]. Let us 
assume that /3 is taken small enough such that 
p-‘0-l > sup 2 IIN(z;P)II. 
O<r<T(4) 
In this case, Eq. (5.4) yields the inequality 
wz 119112 >P-‘0-l 119112* 
This implies Ilq(r(/?))(l > exp(T@)/2P2a) 11q(O)l/. Since v and q are connected 
by the relation q = vz -NV, this is written as 
II vz(W)) - N(W); B) vV(P))II 
2 exrWPY2P2~) Ilv,VV - NO; PI v(O)ll. (5.5) 
Let C1(O; p, w, /3) be the eigenvectors of O( T(p); p, w, /J) corresponding to 
the eigenvalues vi@, w, p), 1 < i ( 2n. We define Zn-dimensional vector 
functions ii(z; p, w, /I) by C,(z; p, w, /I) = O(z; p, CU, /I) Gi(O; p, o, /I). It follows 
from the definition of O(z; p, w, 8) that Ci can be written as ci = (vi, vi;)‘. 
where vi = vi(z; p, w, p) are n-dimensional vector functions which satisfy 
Eq. (3.4). Hence vi must satisfy inequality (5.5). 
By virtue of @(r(p); p, o,p) C,.(O;p, w,p)= vi@, w,p)C,(O;p, w,pk the 
vector function vi satisfy 
v,(TcO);P,w,P) ( vi(";P,wyP) v,(m;P, WP) ) =v@ w p) i ' ' ( ) viz("; P? oY P) ' (5.6) 
Substituting this in (5.5), we obtain 
where U,(P) ES I( viz - N(0; p) Vill/llViz - N(‘(P); P) ViIIT (Vi, Viz)’ = 
~~(0; p, w, p). Since c,(o; p, CO, p), I < i < h, are linearly independent vectors 
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even if /?- +O, at least n of Ci(O;p, w,p) must satisfy ai@) > 
exp(-T(J?)/4p20) if /I > 0 is small. These mean that at least n of Vi satisfy 
1 vi@, 0, rC)l > w+VWP*~)- Q.E.D. 
Next let us prove the former part of Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 5.1(b). The rest of the eigenvalues of @(T(J); p, w, p), say 
VI@. w P),..., vn@, w, /I) satisf)j vi@, W, /?) + Vi@, W, 0) if p -+ +O, where 
vi@, w. 0), 1 < i < n, are the eigenvalues of @(T:p, w). 
Proof. It was shown in the previous lemma that the vector function 
vk(z; p, w, /3) (n + 1 < k < 2n) satisfies 
v,V-@);P, w,P) = v,@, w,P) v,JO;P, wP)> 
I QP, w, PI > expW)/4P2~). 
Hence, the continuously differentiable function v,Jz; p, w, /I) must satisfy 
IIVkZ(Z~P~ WPI > 03 
II Vk(G P1 w, PM Vk;k P1 w, PII < 4P2(7 
(5.7) 
insomeintervalz,~z~z,,0~z,<z2~T(P). 
On the other hand, since vk satisfies Eq. (3.4), the next equality holds. 
- 
/3' d/dz IIv,J* = 2 Re( ((D-’ + 2ij3oE) vkz - D-‘Av,, v~,)}. 
Hence, if /I > 0 is sufficiently small, (5.7) implies 
wz IIvkzl12 > F2a-’ IIvkzl12. 
Therefore, in the interval z, < z < z2, vk satisfies 
II v/& PT w, PII1 
It is easily verified by using (5.7), (5.8), and 
< II v,&, ; P, ~9 PI + 1’ IIv& p, QA P>II & 
21 
that the next inequality holds in the interval z, < z < z2: 
IIv&; PY c-9 PIIIIIVkL(G P, 09 PII < 4PZa. 
(5-g) 
(5.9) 
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This means that z2 = r(J). Since (5.9) holds at z = TV), we obtain the next 
inequality by using (5.6): 
/lv,(O;p, ~,P)IIIIIVkr(O;P~ w8)ll < 4P?o* (5.10) 
Let us normalize the eigenvectors Gk(O; p, w, /I) by the condition (( i,(( = 1. 
We define an n x n matrix V(0; p, w, p) and a 2n X n matrix p(O; p, w, p) by 
v= [v n+ 15-**3 VZnL p= wcP,WP) 
( 1 v,(o;P, WP) * 
Since i;, are linearly independent vectors even if p -+ +O, it follows from 
condition (5.10) that 
det{V,(O;~,wp)l=O(l), 
II WhP, wP)ll = W'). 
(5.11) 
Moreover, on account of (5.6), p(O; p, 0, p) satisfies 
o(T(J);p,o,p) qo;p,wJ)= qo(o;PdJ~P)~~P,w~P)~ (5.12) 
where A@, w, j3) is an n x n diagonal matrix given by A = diag( y, + , ,..., ~2” 1. 
Let us define a 2n x n matrix ti(z; p, W, P) by 
rn(z; p, w, P) = 
( 
M(z; p, WY B) 
1 M,(GPY WP) * 
According to the definition of @(I; p, 0, ,b), it satisfies 
o(r(p);p,w,p)A(O;p,w,p)=A(T(P);P,w,P). (5.13) 
Let us define f(u; /I) by 
f(v;P)=det{o(rCa);~,w,p)- VEi. 
By virtue of (5.12) and (5.13), we obtain 
[O - vE][fi(O), F(O)] = [A(z-(p)) - VA(O), FyO)(A - VE)]. 
Therefore 
mf P) = g(K PI 1 jj+ , (h - VI ~/Cllo)~ 
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where 
g(u; P) = det[fl(T(P)) - df(O), p(O)], 
C,(J) = det[il;i(O), r(O)] # 0. 
This implies that the eigenvalues v,@, w, p),..., w,@. o, p) are obtained as the 
roots of g(u; /3) = 0. 
It follows from (5.3) that IIM(z; p, w, /3)1\ = O( 1) and IIM,(z; P, u, /?)\I = 
O(1). Hence, by virtur of (5.11). 
where C,(p) = det( V,(O;p, w,/3)} = O(1) and C,(v;p) is an nth order 
polynomial of V. This means that vi@, w, p), 1 < i < n, approach the eigen- 
values of M(T(/.?);p, w,p) (M(O;p, w,p))-’ if /I+ +O. On the other hand, 
according to (5.3), M(0; p, w, /?) + @(O; p, w) = E and M(T@); p, w, p) + 
@(T,p, w) if /3 --) +O. Hence vi@, w, /I) must approach the eigenvalues of 
@(Tip, w) ifp-+ +O. Q.E.D. 
5.2. Proof of Lemma 4.1 
Let us consider the equation L,-v = 0, i.e., 
LGV - Dv,, - tvvs + B(<; c^) v= 0. (5.14) 
According to the definition of p(<; il, c^) and ,ui@, c^) (cf. Section 2.1), this 
equation has 2n linearly independent solutions vi(r; c^) which satisfy 
ci(L(c^); q = qL(q; 0,s) ii(o; c^) 
= &(O, c^) ti(o; c^), 1 < i < 2n, 
where Gi = (vi, vJ’. Since v = w&r; c^) is a periodic solution of Eq. (5.14) 
with period L(c^) (cf. (2.8)), we may assume, without losing generality, that 
iu,(O, c^) = 1, v ,(<; 4 = w&z; c^>. (5.15) 
On the other hand, according to assumption (4.1~) and Lemma 3.1, 
vi@, 0, p) satisfy 
I vi(09 O9 &I f l, 2&i<22n (5.16a) 
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if ,8= I/C > 0 is suffkiently small. Hence, by virtue of (3.6), the rest of 
p,(O, c^) must satisfy 
I,Ui(Ov ?)I f l, 2<i<2n (5.16b) 
if c^ > 0 is large. 
On account of I= mL(c^), the solutions vi(<; c^) satisfy 
ii& c^) = { !P(L(c^); 0, c^))” ci(o; c^) 
= I/$(0; c^)}” ii(o; 2). (5.17) 
This means, by virtue of (5.15) and (5.16b), that v = w,(<; c”) is the unique 
non-trivia1 solution of the boundary value problem 
L,-v = 0, C(O) = i(l). 
This further means that wr(<; c^) is the unique eigenfunction of L, 
corresponding to the eigenvalue A = 0. Hence, if this eigenvalue is not simple 
(i.e., if the eigenspace of L, corresponding to A= 0 is not one-dimensional), 
there must be a function p(r) which satisfies 
where &? = (p, pr). 
LeP = WC, 
On the other hand, we obtain the next equalities by differentiating (2.2) 
with respect to c: 
W[ = WI&~ - c^(w,), + m 3 WC = L,w,- 
@JO; c^) = @,(L(& c^) + L’(c^) &(L(C^); c^), 
where + = (w, vr)‘. The former equality implies that the genera1 solution of 
the equation L,p = w[ is obtained as 
P(C) = w,(& 4 + T cliVi(& c^). 
i=: I
Moreover the latter equality and w*(L(c^); ?) = ~~(0; c^) implies that 
$i,(l; c^) = t$,(mL(c^); c^) = @JO; c^) - mL’(c^) @,(O; c^). 
Hence, by using (5.15) and (5.17), we obtain 
C(l) - C(O) = -mL’(e) w&O; 6) 
+ “ ai[ {~i(O; c^)}” - lI ii(“; c^). 
,Tz 
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We note that $*(O; c^) = C,(O; c^) and Ci(O; c^), 2 <i < 2n, are linearly 
independent vectors. (These are eigenvectors of !I@.(;); 0, c^).) Moreover, 
mL’(c^) # 0 if c^ > 0 is large (cf. (1.5)). These imply that any solution p(r) of 
L,p = qrr satisfy $(I) - fi(O) # 0. According to the above consideration, this 
means the simplicity of the eigenvalue A= 0. 
We use the next lemma in order to prove the latter part of Lemma 4.1. We 
omit its proof because it is obtained as a simple extension of Lemma 2 of 
Maginu [ 71. 
LEMMA 5.2. P,.~(O, c) = -L’(c). 
It follows from ,u,(O, c^) = 1 and ,u~,~(O. c^) = -L’(c^) 2: -T # 0 (if c^ > 0 is 
large. cf. (1.5)) that 
pu,(A, c^) # exp(2ml/m), k = 0, 1 ,..., m - 1, 
if the complex number A (# 0) is in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 
i = 0. Moreover, by virtue of (5.16b), ],u,(& c)] # 1, 2 < i < 24 if ]I] is 
sufficiently small. According to the definition (2.9) of the spectrum C,(L,), 
this means that A= 0 is an isolated element of C,(Le). Q.E.D. 
5.3. Proof of Lemma 4.2 
This lemma is obtained if we can prove the existence of M > 0 (which is 
independent of /3) such that 1 vi@, o, /?)I # 1 as p + w*d > M (cf. the definition 
(4.2) of the spectrum C,(L,)). We note that vi, 1 < i < 2n, are the eigen- 
values of @(T(p); p, w, ,f3), and O(z; p, w, p) is the fundamental matrix 
solution of Eq. (3.5). 
The coefftcient mamtrix c(z;p, w,p) of Eq. (3.5) is written as 
c(z; P, cc), P> = P@, w, P) + Q(z; PI. 
‘@’ w’p)= 
0 E 
~-2(w2E+pD-l} p-ID-1 + 2iP-iwE (5.18) 
Q(z;P) = (+2&r;8) ;)a 
Let K~@, w,p) and ri@, w,/3), 1 < i < 2n, be the eigenvalues and the 
corresponding eigenvectors of P@, w, p). The characteristic function of P is 
given by det(&!? - P) = In?=, gj(K; p, W, p)}/(p’” ny=, dj}, where 
gj(K; p, w, p) = /?*djK2 - (1 + 2$wdj) K - @ + w2dj). (5.19) 
Hence we may assume, without losing generality, that ~~ and K,+,(Re(Kj) < 
Re(K,+j}, 1 < j < n) are the roots of the quadratic equation 
gj(Ki P, W, PI = 0. 
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Let us define a 2n X 2n matrix R@, o,/?) by R = [r ,,..., rZn]. This matrix 
is written as 
E E 
K,@, w,p) K,@, o,P) 
(5.20) 
where K,@, w, p) and K,@, o, /I) are n x n diagonal matrices given by K, = 
diag{K,,..., K,,} and K, = diag(rc,+ ,,..., Key}. 
Let us introduce a new variable p = R-Ii, in which Eq. (3.5) is written as 
W P = {K@, w PI + R - ‘Q<z; P) R } P, (5.21) 
where K@, o, p) is a 2n X 2n diagonal matrix given by K = diag(K, ,..., Key}. 
The next inequality is easily verified. 
I( R -‘Q(z; /?) R 11 <A ( 1 + (4PZpd)* + 16pzd@ + w*d)) -“4, (5.22) 
where A = ~~~~~~~~~~~ II&z; p)II and d = Min{dj} > 0. Moreover the next 
inequalities hold if p + u*d > 0: 
Re { K& W, P) } < -bj@, 0, P), 1 <j<n, 
Re{K, +j@, w B) I > fJ*dj)-’ + bj@, 0, /J)v (5.23) 
b,@, w, /?) = @ + w2dj)“* ( 1 + 4/12dj@ + co*,,)“*} - I’*. 
Let n(z; p, o, /I) be the fundamental matrix solution of Eq. (5.21) subject 
to the initial condition J2(0; p, w, /?) = l?. Since this matrix is connected with 
O(z; p, w, /3) by the relation 
n(z;~,o,p)=R-‘O(z;~,w,P)R, (5.24) 
the eigenvalues of fi(T(p); p, o, /3) are given by vi@, W, p). 
It follows from (5.22) that the effect of the coefficient R-‘Q(z;P) R of 
Eq. (5.21) can be neglected if @ + o*d) is sufficiently large. Further, it 
follows from (5.23) and the assumption 0 < p < 1 that the elements K, of the 
diagonal matrix K(p, o, /3) satisfy 
Re{K,@, u, p)} < -M114, Re{K, +,@, 0, 0) } > M’14, 
1 <j,<n, 
if p + o*d > M. These imply that the eigenvalues vi@, w,p), 1 < i < 2n, of 
Q(T(p); p, w, /3) are given by 
‘$@7 WY P) = exp {K*@9 c-4 P) W) + O( 1) I (5.25) 
if M > 0 is suffkiently large. Hence 1 vi@, w, /?)I # 1 if p + w*d > hf. Q.E.D. 
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5.4. Proof of Lemma 4.3 
We divide the right half plane (Re(1) G p > 0) into the next three parts: 
U,=(@,w)lp~O,p+w*~~~~~ 
U,= {(P,u)lp>O,M>p+o*d> l/W, 
U, = I@, w)lp 2 0, P + o*d < l/M), 
where M > 0 is a suffkiently large constant which does not depend on /I. By 
virtue of (4.2), this lemma is obtained if we can prove that 1 vi@, w, p)\ # 1, 
1<i<2n,if@,w)EU,UU2UU3-{(O,O)}. 
We proved in Section 5.3 that 1 vi@, w, /I)1 # 1 if p + o*d > M. Hence we 
need to prove the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.3(a). If /I > 0 is suflciently small and if assumption (4.lb, c) 
is satisfied, then 
(i) Ivl@,04P)l < 1 if@,W)E U,, 
(ii) Iv,@,w,p)I < 1, 2<i<n, if@,o)E U,UU,, 
(iii) Iv,@,w,P)I>l,n+l~j~2n,if@,o)EU,UU,. 
LEMMA 5.3(b). If /I > 0 is suflciently small and if assumption (4. la) is 
satisJed, then 
Proof of Lemma 5.3(a). Since U, and U, are bounded ranges, (iii) is 
obtained as a direct consequence of the latter part of Lemma 3.1. Moreover, 
since exp(-p7) < I if (p, o) E U, U U,, we obtain (i) and (ii) as a direct 
consequence of assumption (4. lb, c) and the former part of Lemma 3.1. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 5.3(b). According to (3.6) and p,(O, c) = 1 (cf. (5.15)), 
v,(O, O,P> = 1. (5.26) 
Hence it follows from (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 5.3(a) that ur@, w,j3) is a 
simple eigenvalue of @(TV); p, w, j3) if @, o) E U,. On the other hand, since 
O(z;p, o,/?) was the fundamental solution of Eq. (3.5), the matrix 
@(r(J); p, o, p) must depend analytically on p and w. Therefore v,@, w, p) is 
a smooth function of p and w in 17,. 
Let h@, w, /I) be a real valued function given by h@, w, /3) = 1 v,@, w, p)I. 
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This lemma is obtained, by virtue of h(0, 0,s) = 1, if we can prove that 
h@, w, /I) satisfies 
h,(O, 0, P) < -a, < 0, (5.27a) 
UO, 0, P) = 0, (5.27b) 
h,,(O, 0, P) ,< -a2 < 0, (5.27~) 
from some positive constants ai which do not depend on/?. 
It follows from ,u,(O, c) = 1 and ,D,~(O, c) = -L’(c) (cf. Lemma 5.2) that 
,u,@, c) is real if the real parameter p > 0 is small. Hence, by virtue of (3.6), 
h@, O,p) =,~,(p, c). On the other hand, L’(c) = T (> 0) if /I- l/c s $0 
(cf. (1.5)). Hence, if /3 > 0 is sufliciently small, we obtain h,(O, 0, p) = 
,u,,~(O, c) < 0. Thus (5.27a) is proved. 
According to (3.6), r,(O, o, p) is written as v,(O, w, j?) = exp(iwT@)/P) 
,uu(io/,& c). By differentiating this equality with respect to w, and using 
~~(0, c) = 1, we obtain 
v,JAO, PI = ihf.P), hwwP, 0, PI = Ym 
where yi(,Q are real valued functions of /I given by 
(5.28) 
r,CP) = ~ru,.1(0; c) + TWVA 
y,(p) = {,u,.,.~(& c) + 2~,,1(0, cl T(P) + (T@))‘l/p?. 
The Taylor expansion of ~~(0, o, /3) is written as 
v,(O, 0, /I) = 1 + iy,Cp) w + fy2Q3) fa2 + e-- . 
Hence h(0, w, p) = ) v,(O, o, p)I satisfies 
(W, UP))‘= 1 + iY#3) + (Y,@))‘} w2 + -.. . 
Thus we obtain 
h,(O, 0, P) = 0, LAO, OYP) = Y2W + ir,(P)l’. (5.29) 
The former equality coincides with (5.27b). We need to use the next lemma 
in order to prove (5.27~). 
LEMMA 5.4. The eigenvalue v,@, co, ,l3) of O(T(/C?); p, w, j?) satisfies, if 
P- +o, 
(i) v,~(O.O, P) -+ ~~~~(0, (40) and 
(ii) v,ww(o’ 0, P> + v,wo(o’ 030). 
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This lemma is proved in Section 5.6. 
According to assumption (411a), v,@, w, p) must satisfy ~~~(0, ,O) = 0 
and vlww(O, 0,O) = -2?‘(O) < 0. This means, on account of (5.28) and 
Lemma 5.4, that r,(J)-+ 0 and y#) + -2p(O) < 0 if fl+ +O. Hence, by 
virtue of (5.29), h satisfies hUw(O, 0, /?) < 0 if /? > 0 is small. Thus (5.27~) is 
obtained. Q.E.D. 
5.5. Proof of Lemma 4.5 
The eigenvalue problem (2.7) is written as follows by using the variable 
z =& fi= 1/e: 
Liv = j?’ Dv,, - VL + B(z; B) v = 0, O(0) = S(b), 
where 5 = (v(z), vJz))’ and b = BZ. Hence, if u(z) is a continuous (n- 
dimensional vector valued) periodic function of z with period b, 
v = (AZ - L,)-’ u is obtained as a solution of the boundary value problem 
(L, - AZ) v = j?’ Dv,, -v;+(B(z;&lE}v=-u, O<z<b, 
i(0) = C(b). 
On account of (3.3) and (3.4), this is rewritten as follows by using y = 
exp(iwz/j?) v and ti = exp(iwz/& u: 
D{~*y,, - 2ij’hy,} - y2 + {&z; B) - w*D - pE) y = 4, 
i(b) = a5W, a GE exp(iob/lf). 
(5.30) 
According to Lemma 4.2, the spectrum C,(L;) satisfies C,(L,) c PM if M > 0 
is large. Hence Eq. (5.30) has a unique solution if 2 = p + io/B & P,,. 
Let gi(z, a) (1 < i < n, 0 Q 9 < b) be a solution of the equation 
D(pgi;i - 2$wgi,} - gil + {B - o*D -pE} gi = 0, 
if z # q, (5.31a) 
giz(rl + OT rl) - Bir(V - O, rl) = -ei 7 (5.3 lb) 
%i(b, a)= @LO, ~1. (5.3 lc) 
where gi = (pi, giz)’ and ei are n-dimensional unit vectors. We define an 
n x n matrix G(z, q) by G(z, q) = [g , ,..., g,]. According to Coddington and 
Levinson [I], the solution y of Eq. (5.30) is given by 
Y(z) = I” G(z, q)B-*D-‘;(q) dq. 
0 
505;39 I 7 
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Hence, on account of the definition of the norms 1 . I0 and ( . 1, given in 
Lemma 2.3, we obtain 
where 
F, = sup 
I b II ‘3~ rl) fi- ‘D- ’ II drl> O<z<b o 
F, = sup 
1 b lIG,(z, rl)fi-‘D-‘II dv + F,. OCz<b 0 
Let &(z, s) be a solution of the equation 
subject to the conditions (5.3 lb, c). It was shown in Section 5.3 that, if 
@ + 02d) is sufficiently large, solutions of Eq. (3.4) are suffkiently well 
approximated by solutions of the same equation in the case of B = 0. Since 
Eq. (3.4) coincides with Eq. (5.31a) if z # q, we can conclude that gi(z, q) 
are well approximated by &(z, q) if 1s p + iw/p 6Z P,. On the other hand, 
&(z, 9) are obtained explicitly as j&(z, q) = h,(z, q) e, where 




P,(X) = e sdx+ b)/(a - eKjb), 
qj(x) = e+/(a - eKjb). 
Hence we obtain 
I b IIG(z, q)p-*D-‘/I dv = 0 B-’ 0 + d;‘lb Ihi(z, ty)l drj), i: 0 
I bIIG~(~,~)~-2D-‘~Idtl=0 0 /J-’ 2 d;‘/obIhi~(z,V)IdV). i=l 
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If (Re(Ki}/ are suffkiently large, hJ2, q) satisfy 
According to the definition of ~~ given in Section 5.3, 
Re{Ki} = Re( 1 - (1 + 4D2din)“‘}/2pdi, 
Re(K,+i} = Re( 1 + (1 + 4pdiA)“‘}/2B2di, 
IK “+i - Kil = I(1 + 4pdi13)“2J/pdi. 
Let us define (r, S) by r = / ,J ( and 6 = arg(i }. We may assume --IC < 6 < 7c 
by virtue of 16? PM. If IA j is sufficiently large, i.e., if 4/? dr + 1, then 
IRe(Ki}l ‘v r”2 cos(6/2)/(P2di)112, IK,+, - K~( N 2r”2 cos 6/2/t’j?di)“2. Hence 
we obtain 
F, = O(C,(4/I~I)9 F, = O(C,(S)/l A I”*>, 
where C,(6) = (cos 6/2)-2 and C,(6) = /? ‘(cos d/2)-‘. Q.E.D. 
5.6. Proof of Lemma 5.4 
Let y,(O; w) be the eigenvector of @(T; 0, w) corresponding to the eigen- 
value v,(O, w, 0), and let y,(z; w) be a function given by y,(z; w) = @(z; 0, co) 
~~(0; w). According to the definition of @ given in Section 3.2, this function 
satisfies 
y,(T; w) = @(T; 0, w) y,(O; w) = v,(Q w, 0) Y*(Oi w>. 
By differentiating these equalities with respect to w we obtain 
w; = (B(z) - 02DJ w - *dy,(z; ~1, 
w(T; co) = v,(O, w, 0) w(0; 0) + v,w(o’ 04 0) Yl(& o>, 
where w = (y,(z; a)},. 
(5.32a) 
(5.32b) 
Next let us consider the (*n-dimensional vector valued) function 
~,(z;P,~,P)-(v,(z;P~~,P),v,,(z;PI~,P))’ defined in Section 5.1. 
According to (5.6), it satisfies 
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Moreover v,(.z; 0, w, /?) satisfies Eq. (3.4) in the case of p = 0, i.e., 
W2hzz - 2ipov,,} - Viz + (B(z$) - w2D} v, = 0. 
By differentiating these equalities with respect to w, we obtain 
qp2pzz - 2poP,} - Pz + @(G/q - w2q P 
= ZiP(v,(z; 0, WP)}, + 2oDv,(z; 0, WP), (5.33a) 
iw-co); 03 P> = V,(O? UT P) iv; w PI 
+ v&A 0, P) C,(O; 0, WV PI, (5.33b) 
where p(z; w, p) = {vl(z; 0, w, p)}, and fi = (p, p,)‘. 
We showed in Section 5.1 that the eigenvalue v,(O, o, p) of 
@(T(p); 0, w, /3) and the eigenvalue v,(O, o, 0) of @(T; 0, w) satisfy 
v,(O, wp> + VI(O, w 0) if /I- +O. (5.34) 
We can show in a similar way that the corresponding eigenvectors 
i,(O; 0, w, /I) and y,(O; w) satisfy 
(5.35) 
where 9, = (y,, y,J’. (We omit the deduction.) 
It follows from (5.35) that the 2n-th order equation (5.33a) reduces to the 
nth order equation (5.33a) if /? = 0 (cf. (3.2)). Hence, according to the theory 
of singular perturbations ([6, lo]), Eq. (5.33a) must have a particular 
solution p = a(z; w, /I) which satisfies 
where G = (a, a,)’ and ti = (w, w,)‘. 
The general solution of Eq. (5.33a) is written as 
6 = qz; w, /3) + + c$9,(z; 0, w, p). 
,r, 
Substituting this in (5.33b) and using (5.6), we obtain 
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Since ii(O; 0, w, p), 1 < i < 2n, are eigenvectors of O(IY.jI); 0, w, /3), these 
vectors must be linearly independent. Moreover, by virtue of (3.2), (5.32b), 
(5.34). and (5.36), H(z; o, /3) satisfies 
lim 
L3-+o 
(H( i7$); 0, /3) - v,(O, 0, P) WO: W P) I 
Hence, on account of (5.35), v,(O, w,/?) must satisfy 
Thus the former part of Lemma 5.4 is proved. The latter part can be proved 
in the same way. Q.E.D. 
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